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PdFe nanoparticles as selective catalysts for C–C
cleavage in hydrogenolysis of vicinal diol units in
biomass-derived chemicals
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A series of supported PdFe bimetallic nanoparticles with variable compositions are successfully synthesized

through a careful reduction of a PdO/FeOx complex with a tunable support structure, which are

demonstrated to achieve ultra-selective C–C bond cleavage over C–O bond of vicinal diol units in the

hydrogenolysis of biomass-derived molecules: a gradual increase in the Fe(0) content of the bimetallic

nanoparticles, as suggested by EXAFS analysis and DFT calculations, is shown to afford more enhanced

selectivity of C–C cleavage, reaching a maximum value of 95%.
1 Introduction

Currently, energy and chemical provisions heavily rely on non-
renewable fossil fuels, which are neither secured, nor sustain-
able sources.1,2 With ever increasing energy demand, but
continuously decreasing natural reserves, these non-renewable
routes are unlikely to last for a long time.3–6 Renewable resources,
including hydro power, wind, solar and biomass, are therefore
becoming increasingly important for sustainable development.1

Because of its large contribution to the global primary energy
(up to 40% in some countries), biomass is recently advocated as
one of the main alternatives in the United National Conference
on Environment and Development.7 However, the direct use of
biomass is limited, and thus, catalytic conversion of biomass
molecules to value-added chemicals is required. For example,
the conversion of biomass molecules to small alcohol molecules
(methanol, ethanol, etc.) in hydrogen is desirable as these
volatile high energy density liquids can be widely used for both
energy consumption (as transportation fuels) and chemical
synthesis.5 Methanol can be industrially produced from bio-
mass by a two-step process; the first step is the gasification of
biomass to “synthesis gas” containing CO and H2, which is
then converted into methanol.8 However, this process requires
a temperature at or above 850 °C to break down the biomass
molecules into synthesis gas, followed by its reformation to
methanol at 200–250 °C. Therefore, this is a highly energy
inefficient process. Moreover, the production of ethanol from
sugarcane and corn by the biological fermentation method
has been known for several thousands of years, but this
process is not only food-dependent, but is also very slow.9–11
As a result, a new and direct method for the transformation of
biomass and derived chemicals (cellulose, sugar, glycerol, etc.)
into valuable small alcohol molecules over inorganic catalysts
would be commercially attractive.12–16 Most biomass molecules
exist in the form of a –ĲCHOH)n– chain. Thus, from the
viewpoint of molecular structure, the breakdown of these
biomass molecules into small alcohol molecules must be
achieved through the hydrogenolytic cleavage of the C–C
bond in –(CHOHCHOH)– with the vicinal diol units. However,
most of the current research has been focused on the hydro-
genolytic C–O cleavage for the production of liquid alkanes as
fuels, despite the fact that the rapid C–C cleavage accompany-
ing the C–O cleavage always leads to the formation of undesir-
able light alkanes.17,18 Thus, there is only limited literature
exploring the production of small alcohol molecules directly
from biomass, which involves the selective C–C cleavage of
vicinal diol units. The development of this catalysis reaction
is very challenging as the low selectivity of C–C over C–O
cleavage of the catalytic process not only causes light alkanes
formation, but also gives a wide product distribution that
causes separation problem19,20 (note their similar homolytic
cleavage energies: ΔHC–C 348 kJ mol−1 and ΔHC–O 360 kJ mol−1).
Thus, in order to efficiently produce small alcohol molecules
from biomass substrates, a new catalyst with a high selectivity
for C–C over C–O cleavage is needed.

Pd/FeOx catalyst containing small supported PdFe nano-
particles with a low Fe content upon an in situ reduction was
previously reported by our group to be highly active in breaking
down ethylene glycol molecules, the simplest biomass-related
molecule with a basic –CHOH–CHOH– unit in hydrogen with-
out the production of methane.19 The liquid products were
mainly composed of a mixture of methanol (the product of
C–C cleavage) and ethanol (the product of C–O cleavage),
hnol., 2015, 5, 887–896 | 887
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with a combined selectivity of above 75%, but no specific
C–C cleavage over C–O cleavage. When it was tested for the
hydrogenolysis of glycerol, a range of products, including ethylene
glycol, 1,2-propandiol, 1-propanol, methanol, ethanol with com-
parable concentrations, were also obtained.20

Here, we report that by blending different concentrations of
ZnĲII) with Pd/FeOx during the synthesis (precipitation followed
by controlled reduction, see the Experimental section), a series
of extremely small supported PdFe bimetallic nanoparticles of
similar size, but with controllable Fe content can be prepared.
It is found that a gradual increase in the Fe content of PdFe,
which is dependent on the Zn(II) incorporation, leads to a higher
catalytic C–C cleavage over C–O cleavage in the hydrogenolysis
of ethylene glycol. The high specificity for hydrogenolytic
C–C bond fission of this new catalyst is also demonstrated for
other 1,2-diols and glycerol molecules.

2 Experimental
2.1 Catalyst preparation

The PdFe bimetallic clusters were produced through a reduc-
tion of PdO/Fe2O3. Zn(II) was added to facilitate the reduction
of Fe ions into Fe(0) from the support, which dictated the
ratio of Pd : Fe in the bimetallic clusters. First, solutions of
Zn(NO3)2·6H2O (50 mL) and Fe(NO3)3·9H2O (200 mL) at vari-
ous concentrations were prepared. Next, 10 mL of Na2CO3

solution (1 M) was slowly added to 50 mL of Zn(NO3)2 solution
to generate a white suspension of Zn(OH)x; then, the obtained
mixture was added drop-wise to 200 mL of Fe(NO3)3 solution
to obtain a reddish gel-like solution. The pH of the final gel
was adjusted to 4 by adding 1 M Na2CO3 solution. Then, the
reddish gel was slowly added to a solution of 200 mL Pd(NO3)2
(0.05 wt% Pd), and the pH of this mixture was adjusted to 9 by
the further addition of a 1 M Na2CO3 solution. The final mixture
was stirred overnight and the solid product was collected by
centrifugation. The solid was rinsed with copious amounts of
water in order to remove any residual sodium ions before it was
dried in an oven at 80 °C. Before the pre-reduction, the samples
were calcined at 300 °C for 2 h to generate the PdO/Fe2O3

complex. Then, they were placed in a 3-necked flask to be reduced
at 250 °C under a flow of H2 at 30 ml min−1 for 1 h.

2.2 Catalyst characterization

Inductive coupled plasma – atomic emission spectrometry
(ICP-AES) was performed on an IRIS Intrepid II XSP spectrometer.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) data were collected using a Philips PW1729
diffractometer, operating in the Bragg–Brentano focusing
geometry and using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) from a gener-
ator operating at 40 kV and 30 mA. Diffusion reflectance spec-
troscopy (DRS) was employed to determine the band structure
of the catalyst and the data were collected on a PerkinElmer
Lambda 750S UV/vis spectrometer. Photoluminescence (PL)
spectra were recorded using a HORIBA JOBINYVON iHR320
instrument with a Kimmon He–Cd laser; the excitation wave-
length was set to 380 nm. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) was performed on a Kratos Ltd XSAM800 instrument
888 | Catal. Sci. Technol., 2015, 5, 887–896
and the entire procedure – including the loading of the reduced
samples was carried out in N2 protected atmosphere without
the exposure to air. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
images were obtained using a JEOL 2021F microscope operat-
ing at 200 kV equipped with a post-column Gatan imaging filter
(GIF-Tridium). The samples were prepared by placing a drop of
nanoparticle-ethanol suspension onto a carbon-coated copper
grid, and then allowing the solvent to evaporate.

Temperature programmed reduction (TPR) was used to
investigate the reduction behaviour of the catalysts. The data
were collected on a Thermo-Quest TPRO 110 instrument.
Inside a TPR quartz tube, 0.01 g of the calcined (at 300 °C)
catalyst sample was sandwiched between two layers of quartz
wool with a thermocouple placed in contact with the top layer
of the quartz wool. Then, the TPR tube was inserted into the
instrument for a pre-treatment, which involved a flow of
helium through the TPR tube at 10 mL min−1 at a temperature
ramp of 10 °C min−1 from 40 °C up to 150 °C, and then held
for 5 minutes before cooling. The helium pre-treatment
cleaned the surface of the catalyst by removing the absorbed
ambient gas molecules. After the pre-treatment, a reduction
treatment (5% H2 in argon flowing through the TPR tube
at 20 mL min−1 at a temperature ramp of 10 °C min−1 from
40 °C up to 800 °C) was carried out in order to observe the
reduction process of the catalysts.

Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) measure-
ments at the Pd K-edge (24 530 eV) were performed on beamline
B18 at the Diamond Light Source (Diamond, UK) to obtain
information about the local structure of Pd (nearest-neighbour
inter-atomic distances and coordination number). The Diamond
installation comprises a 3 GeV electron storage ring with a
typical current of 200 mA. Beamline B18 is a bending magnet,
which has been designed to deliver monochromatic X-rays in
the energy range of 2 to 35 keV. A Si (311) double crystal
monochromator was used for energy selection with a resolu-
tion of 1 eV. X-ray absorption spectroscopy data were collected
at ambient temperature in transmission mode using opti-
mized ionization chambers as the detectors. The EXAFS data
analysis was performed using IFEFFIT 1 with Horae packages
2 (Athena and Artemis). All the spectra were calibrated with a
Pd foil reference to avoid small energy shifts of the nano-
catalyst. The amplitude parameter was obtained from EXAFS
data analysis of the Pd foil with a known coordination number
of 12, which was used as a fixed input parameter for all fits
to allow for coordination number (CN) refinement. In fitting
the experimental data, we only performed the first-shell data
analysis under the assumption of a single scattering event.
The curve-fitting analysis was performed in k3 space with a
range of 2–12. The errors in analysis were estimated from the
R-factors.
2.3 Modelling computation

A modelling computation was employed to understand the
electronic properties of PdFe bimetallic particles. All the cal-
culations were performed in the DFT framework by using the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Scheme 1 Surface alloy models: a) Pd15Fe; b) Pd3Fe; c) PdFe. Blue balls
represent Pd atoms, while purple balls, Fe atoms.
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Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP 4.6).21–23 The projector-
augmented wave (PAW) potentials24,25 were used for the core
electron interaction. The Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE)26,27

based on the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) was
employed to evaluate the non-local exchange–correlation energies.
A plane wave basis set with a cut-off energy of 350 eV was used.
For structure optimization, the ionic positions were allowed to
relax until the forces became less than 0.05 eV Å−1. Spin polar-
ization was included in all calculations. The most abundant
close-packed Pd(111) surface was modelled by a periodic slab
model with four layers of metals. A 4 × 4 surface unit cell
(11.171 × 11.171 Å2) and a 3 × 3 × 1 k-point grid determined
by the Monkhorst–Pack method were utilized in this study.
The bottom layer was fixed during all geometry optimizations.
A vacuum layer of 15 Å along the z-direction perpendicular to
the surface (the x- and y-directions parallel to the surface) was
employed to prevent spurious interactions between the differ-
ent slabs. Some Fe impurities were introduced to substitute
for surface Pd atoms to study the modification effects on
Pd(111). The non-segregated surface alloy model28 was used
here, as shown in Scheme 1.

2.4 Catalysis tests

The hydrogenolysis reactions were carried out in the liquid
phase using a 160 mL autoclave. In a typical experiment, 30 mL
of substrate solution and 0.5 g freshly reduced catalyst were
loaded into a reactor inside a glove box. The reactor was flushed
with pure (99.9%) hydrogen gas to remove any trace amount
of air. The autoclave was pressurized to 50 bar with hydrogen
gas at room temperature. Subsequently, the reactor was heated
to 250 °C to allow the reaction to proceed under constant
stirring. The conversion, product selectivity and the value of
“Selective C–C cleavage: selective C–O cleavage” are calculated
using the following:
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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3 Results and discussion
3.1 Characterization of the catalysts

ZnĲII) was added to modify the structure of the primary
PdO/Fe2O3 complex and the Zn concentration was determined
by ICP-AES, as shown in Table 1.

Temperature programmed reduction (TPR) was used to
investigate the detailed reduction behaviour of the zinc blended
samples; the curves are shown in Fig. 1a. The two characteristic
TPR peaks are assigned to the reduction of iron oxide, which
takes place in two steps: Fe2O3 → Fe3O4 and Fe3O4 → Fe(0);
the reduction of PdO to Pd is known to readily take place
at sub-ambient temperatures. The second step clearly takes
place above 300 °C,19 corresponding to the second peak in
TPR curves, while the first peak is related to the transforma-
tion of Fe2O3 to Fe3O4. For sample 1, the calculated value of
H2 consumption for the first peak at approximately 100 °C
(2.4 mmol g−1) is slightly higher than the theoretical value for
the transformation of all the Fe2O3 to Fe3O4 (2.1 mmol g−1),
which suggests that the support can be completely reduced
to Fe3O4 during the pre-reduction at 250 °C. This reduction
is confirmed by the X-ray diffraction (XRD) results (Fig. 1b),
wherein all the diffraction peaks in the pattern of the reduced
sample 1 can be indexed to Fe3O4.

29,30 However, as shown
in Fig. 1a, with the addition of Zn(II), the H2 consumption of
all the samples under 250 °C increases dramatically. The
values become considerably higher than the theoretical value
for Fe2O3 → Fe3O4, which suggests that some surface Fe3O4

in contact with Pd(0) should have been further converted
to Fe(0) during the first step. The H2 consumption reaches
a maximum for sample 3 (13.5 wt% Zn), which indicates
the highest concentration of Fe(0) in this reduced catalyst.
The amount of Fe(0) is calculated according to the reac-
tion stoichiometry and the result is shown in Table 2. Zn(II)
will not be reduced in the presence of Fe(II) because of the
considerably more negative reduction potential of Zn(II) to
Zn(0) than that of Fe(II) to Fe(0) (E0[Zn(II)/Zn(0)] = −0.76 eV,
E0[Fe(II)/Fe(0)] = −0.44 eV). Thus, with increasing concentra-
tion of Zn(II) the diffraction peaks for ZnO (31.8°, 34.4°)
become more significant as shown in Fig. 1b.

The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) curves of Fe 2p
for a series of reduced sample are shown in Fig. 2. The binding
energies of Fe 2p3/2 clearly show a decreasing trend, with
sample 1 > sample 4 > sample 2 > sample 3. It is noted that
Catal. Sci. Technol., 2015, 5, 887–896 | 889
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Table 1 The compositions of a series of zinc-modified PdO/Fe2O3

before the pre-reduction (the loading of Pd is approximately 5 wt%)

Sample

Mass of
ZnĲNO3)2·6H2O
added (g)

Mass of
FeĲNO3)3·9H2O
added (g)

Weight%
of Zn

1 0.00 10.41 0.00
2 1.18 7.90 11.8
3 1.48 7.50 13.5
4 2.29 6.40 20.8

Fig. 1 a) TPR of a series of zinc modified PdO/Fe2O3 samples and
hydrogen consumptions (calculated by the integrated areas of first
peaks); b) XRD diffractograms of the samples after pre-reduction
(▲Fe3O4, ♦ZnO, ☆Al sample holder).

Table 2 The calculated amount of produced Fe(0) from TPR for the zinc
modified PdO/Fe2O3 samples

Sample
1
(Zn 0.0 wt%)

2
(Zn 11.8 wt%)

3
(Zn 13.5 wt%)

4
(Zn 20.8 wt%)

Produced Fe
(mmol g−1)

0.23 1.67 1.97 1.39

Fig. 2 a) XPS curves of Fe 2p of the reduced samples 1–4; b) XPS
curve fitting of Fe 2p for sample 3 (13.5 wt% Zn).

Fig. 3 a) XRD diffractograms; b) normalized PL spectra of a series of
ZnĲII) blended samples before pre-reduction.

Table 3 The calculated mole ratio of ZnFe2O4 : Fe2O3 for the series of
zinc modified samples from ICP-AES

Sample
1
(0.0 wt% Zn)

2
(11.8 wt% Zn)

3
(13.5 wt% Zn)

4
(20.8 wt% Zn)

ZnFe2O4 :
Fe2O3

0 0.6 1.0 8.6
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the literature values for Fe(0) 2p3/2 and Fe3O4 2p3/2 are 707.7 eV
and 710.2 eV, respectively.31,32 Therefore, the binding energy
is found to decrease with increasing Fe(0)concentration. For
sample 1 (without the addition of zinc), the binding energy of
Fe 2p3/2 is 710.0 eV, which agrees with the literature value of
Fe3O4. The considerably lower values of binding energies in
samples 2 (11.8 wt% Zn) and 3 (13.5 wt% Zn) indicate that
the concentrations of Fe(0) are higher. This result suggests
that there is indeed a further reduction of Fe3O4 to Fe(0),
which is consistent with the results of TPR. The strong peak
at 707.8 eV in the XPS curve for sample 3 (13.5 wt% Zn)
890 | Catal. Sci. Technol., 2015, 5, 887–896
indicates that the concentration of Fe(0) in this sample is
significantly high.

The combined results of TPR, XRD and XPS confirm that the
formation of Pd atoms following the hydrogen reduction can
selectively assist a further reduction of Fe ions (in the support)
to metallic Fe(0) with the assistance of blended ZnĲII) at
approximately 100 °C.

A series of characterization techniques were employed to
investigate the influence of the addition of zinc on the reduc-
tion behaviour of the Fe2O3 support. The XRD diffractograms
of samples 1–4 before the reduction with variable zinc concen-
trations are displayed in Fig. 3a. The diffractograms suggest
that all samples can be indexed to and identified as the spinel
structure (space group: Fd3m). It is well-known that γ-Fe2O3

has a typical spinel structure in which O2− are cubic-closed
packed, while the Fe(III) occupies the 1/8 tetrahedral sites and
1/2 octahedral sites.33 When Zn(II) is blended with the system,
few Fe(III) at the tetrahedral sites will be replaced, while the
spinel structure is maintained. From empirical calculations,
when all the Fe(III) at the tetrahedral sites are substituted by
Zn(II), a stable ZnFe2O4 phase can be formed, wherein the
concentration of zinc is 21.2 wt%. Beyond this value, the ZnO
phase will be formed. The concentration of zinc determined
by ICP-AES in the samples is below this value; thus, there are
no ZnO diffraction peaks observed and the samples should be
composed of a mixture of ZnFe2O4 and γ-Fe2O3 with the same
lattice structure. The calculated ratio of ZnFe2O4 : Fe2O3 from
the results of ICP-AES are displayed in Table 3.

Static photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy was employed
to observe the surface state of the catalysts. As shown in
Fig. 3b, two emission peaks located at 570 nm and 630 nm are
observed in all the spectra. The former peak is because of the
characteristic exciton recombination of γ-Fe2O3, while the latter
with a longer wavelength could be assigned to the emission
associated with the surface defects of the material.34 It is noted
that the intensity of the second peak increases with the addition
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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of zinc and reaches a maximum for sample 3 (13.5 wt% Zn),
which suggests that it has the greatest defect states on the surface.
When a small amount of zinc compound is introduced into
the system, the adjacent iron oxide area is transformed into
the ZnFe2O4 spinel phase during the calcination process
via the diffusion of ions. Moreover, the iron oxide area that is
far away from the zinc-rich area maintains at its original state.
Thus, in the calcined product, the distribution of Fe in the
lattice becomes uneven because of the co-existence of the
adjacent ZnFe2O4 and Fe2O3. Consequently, the lattice strain
and the number of defects increase at the interface, as supported
by the fact that a greater emission at a longer wavelength is
observed. Then, the strongest emission peak at 630 nm is
observed in sample 3 (13.5 wt% Zn) due to the 1 : 1 ratio of
ZnFe2O4 : Fe2O3, wherein the amount of interfaces between
the two phases is maximized. With continuous addition of
zinc oxide seeds, more and more Fe(III) at tetrahedral site are
replaced by Zn(II) until the entire structure is transformed
into ZnFe2O4. Ultimately, the concentration of surface defect
gradually decreases.

Fig. 4a displays the diffusion reflectance spectroscopy
(DRS) curves for all the samples. After normalizing the data,
it is noted that sample 3 shows the strongest absorption in
the visible-infrared region indicating that it has the narrowest
band gap. The value of the band gap can be determined by
Tauc equation and the results are shown in Table 4. The
smallest value of sample 3 can be explained by its most
defective surface; the defects provide trap sites for the excited
electrons, which are located under the position of the con-
duction band, as shown in Fig. 4b, and a narrower band gap
is observed. The trapping of excited electrons by the surface
defects facilitates the elimination of the holes as [O] of a
lower charge than the formal −2 charge by H2, which then
promotes the reduction of iron ions into Fe(0) by the excited
electrons. With the combined results of XRD, PL and DRS
for the samples before reduction, it is concluded that the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015

Fig. 4 a) Normalized DRS curves for a series of zinc modified PdO/Fe2O3

catalysts; b) the band structure of a semi-conductor with a defective
surface.

Table 4 The band gap values of the supports for a series of zinc-modified
PdO/Fe2O3 catalysts

Sample
1
(0.0 wt% Zn)

2
(11.8 wt% Zn)

3
(13.5 wt% Zn)

4
(20.8 wt% Zn)

Band
gap (eV)

1.80 1.77 1.69 1.97
introduction of an appropriate amount of zinc ions into the
lattice of Fe2O3 renders the semi-conductive structure more
defective, and therefore, the Fe(III) will become more prone to
reduction to Fe(0).

Given the fact Pd provides an active site facilitating
the catalytic reduction of Fe iron to Fe(0), the supported
PdFe bimetallic nanoparticles are expected to be formed at
the interface by the interaction between Pd and Fe atoms.
The extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) results
of the samples at Pd K-edge are shown in Fig. 5 and Table 5.
The total coordination number (CN) (5.3–6.5) of Pd in these
samples suggests that the metallic Pd containing phase pro-
duced by this method is extremely small in size. We have esti-
mated the average size of the Pd nanoparticles to be 1.0–1.5 nm
from the analysis of the total CN derived by EXAFS data within
the acceptable R (fitting factor) and Debye–Waller factors,
based on the calibration model of a recent EXAFS study along
with other techniques, including gas adsorption, TEM and
XRD.35,36 (Note that our commercial Pd/C with 2 nm Pd parti-
cles give a CN of ca. 8.0 at Pd–Pd distance of 2.73 Å from the
first shell analysis, which is in good agreement with the
reported calibration curve.) Another striking feature that we
noted in the EXAFS data is the direct observation of a shorter
scattering path at 2.58 Å compared with the typical Pd–Pd dis-
tance of 2.70 Å37 after the reduction (placed in inert atmosphere).
The distance of 2.58 Å represents the first-shell neighbour
Fe atoms around each Pd absorbing atom (the number of
neighbour Fe ranges from 0.7 to 2.4). The shorter Pd–Fe dis-
tance is because of the smaller size of Fe than that of Pd.
It is very interesting to find that the numbers of neighbour
Fe (NFe) around the absorbing Pd atom is controllable and
dependent on the concentration of ZnĲII) added to the pre-
cursors, which is indicative of the ability to tailor the compo-
sition of the bimetallic particles (samples 1 to 4). Sample 3
(13.5 wt% Zn) has the highest number of first-shell neigh-
bour Fe to Pd followed by sample 2 > sample 4 > sample 1,
reflecting the variable composition of PdFe nanoparticles,
which is consistent with the TPR and XPS results.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was conducted
to visualize the Pd containing metal particles. From Fig. 6,
Catal. Sci. Technol., 2015, 5, 887–896 | 891

Fig. 5 a) Number of neighbouring Pd (NPd) and Fe atoms (NFe)
around each absorbing Pd atom derived from the EXAFS fits; b) the
Fourier transform of the EXAFS curves (typical EXAFS curves against a
radial distance) for sample 1 (0.0 wt% Zn) and sample 3 (13.5 wt% Zn)
with a Pd foil reference (note: the concentration of Zn specified is the
Zn content in the catalyst before the pre-reduction).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c4cy01159g


Table 5 Average coordination environment of a Pd absorbing atom from the EXAFS results for the reduced zinc-modified Pd/Fe2O3 samplesa

Sample Total CN Enot (eV) Pd–Pd distance (Å) D–W factor (Å2) Pd–Fe distance (Å) D–W factor (Å2) R

1 6.5(3) 2.0 2.70(2) 0.009(1) 2.60(1) 0.006(1) 0.5%
2 5.8(6) 1.0 2.71(1) 0.011(1) 2.56(1) 0.006(1) 0.9%
3 5.4(6) −2.0 2.69(1) 0.009(1) 2.58(1) 0.013(1) 2.5%
4 5.3(4) 1.1 2.71(1) 0.014(1) 2.56(1) 0.004(1) 0.9%

a (“CN” is coordination number; “Enot” is the energy difference between the experimental absorption energy and the calculated value in curve
fitting; “D–W” is Debye Waller; “R” factor is the indication of the quality of curve fitting).

Fig. 6 (a, b) TEM and (c, d) HRTEM images for reduced sample
1 (0.0 wt% Zn) (a, c) and sample 3 (13.5 wt% Zn) (b, d) (the insets in
(a, b) are Pd particle size distribution bar charts; the insets in (c, d) are
enlarged images of Pd containing particles with labeled distance of 3.0 Å
corresponding to inter-planar distance of (112) plane of Fe3O4 (ref. 38)).

Fig. 7 a) XPS of Pd 3d of the reduced Pd samples, b) Calculated
d-band filling (blue bar) and d-band center position (red dot) for the
surface of pure Pd, Pd15Fe, Pd3Fe and PdFe.

Fig. 8 Calculated surface density of states (SDOS) diagrams of Pd,
Pd15Fe, Pd3Fe, PdFe.
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the images show that the structure and the shape of the par-
ticles are irregular in samples 1 and 3 with no significant dif-
ference in the morphology. From the high resolution images,
clear lattice fringe separations of 0.23 nm of metal particles
were found in both the samples, which can be assigned to the
(111) plane of Pd or PdFe particles. Fe3O4 from the particle size
distribution diagram, the average size of the metal particles is
approximately 1–3 nm (with a mean size of 1.5 nm), which is
nearly the same for the two samples and also consistent with
the estimations from the EXAFS data. Thus, the addition of
Zn(II) only influences the composition of the supported PdFe
nanoparticles, but maintains the particle size.

It is anticipated that the electronic properties of Pd may be
modified by the Fe atoms in proximity with the formation of
PdFe bimetallic nanoparticles. Thus, Pd 3d XPS characteriza-
tion was closely examined for the H2 reduced samples with a
reference to adventitious carbon (284.4 eV; no exposure to air).
The results are displayed in Fig. 7a.

It is observed that the Pd 3d5/2 binding energy values
of samples 2 and 3, which have a higher content of Fe(0)
(as shown in Fig. 5a) are significantly lower than that of
sample 4, followed by sample 1. Owing to the lower electro-
negativity, Fe is more prone to losing its electrons to Pd
(1.8 and 2.2 for Fe and Pd atom, respectively). Thus, when
Pd is placed in close proximity to Fe atoms in the bimetallic
892 | Catal. Sci. Technol., 2015, 5, 887–896
structure, a downshift in the binding energy of Pd at increasing
concentration of Fe(0) is clearly observed. The influence of
Fe atom on the electronic properties of Pd particles is also
appreciated by the density functional theory (DFT) calcula-
tions based on a 4 × 4 × 4 atomistic model with Fe substitu-
tion at the top layer (see Scheme 1). The relative position of
the surface d-band fillings and d-band centers for Pd, Pd15Fe,
Pd3Fe and PdFe (all with face center cubic (fcc) structure)
with a fixed lattice parameter are compared and displayed in
Fig. 7b and the corresponding diagrams of the surface density
of states are shown in Fig. 8. It is revealed that the d-band filling
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 9 a) The relationship of methanol and ethanol selectivity; b) calculated
“selective C–C cleavage : selective C–O cleavage” value during hydro-
genolysis of EG at increasing Fe content in PdFe. (NFe refers to the
number of neighbouring Fe around each absorbing Pd atom.)
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decreases at a higher degree of Fe substitution. This is consis-
tent with the prediction from the d-band center theory that the
center of gravity of d-band filling shift to a lower value for
the ‘hybrid’ (HOMO) d-band of PdFe, due to the mixing of
Fe 3d with Pd 4d (Pd Ĳ4d105s2), which has a lower number of
d-electrons than Fe (3d64s2)).39 It is also noted that the
d-band center position shifts downward at a high Fe content
despite the higher energy level of Fe 3d compared to that of
Pd 4d. This is attributed to the dominant effect of decreasing
d-band filling over theoretical upshift in the d-band center.
(Note that the d-band center position slightly rises at a very
low Fe content, which is initially dominated by the effect of
hybridization with the higher energy orbital of Fe 3d than
that of Pd 4d).
Fig. 10 Catalytic performance of sample 3 (13.5 wt% Zn) in
hydrogenolysis of a) 1,2-propanediol (1,2-PD) and b) 1,2-butandiol
(1,2-BD) (0.50 g catalyst; 30 mL substrate solution (5 wt%); 50 bar
H2 (r.t.); temp. = 250 °C for 24 h, trace products include CO, C2H6.).
3.2 Catalytic results of the PdFe samples in the
hydrogenolysis of a series of diols and glycerol

The supported PdFe nanoparticles were tested for the hydro-
genolysis of ethylene glycol (EG) and the results are displayed
in Table 6 and Fig. 9. The main products included methanol,
ethanol and CO2, which are similar to our previous results
obtained for the Pd/FeOx catalyst tested under milder conditions
(lower pressure and temperature).19 Although the CO2 selectivity
at present is higher than the previous data (hence lower alco-
hols selectivity), the higher degree of C–C and C–O cleavages
can be obtained using shorter experimental time for a clearer
comparative purpose. From the molecular configuration,
methanol is the product of hydrogenolytic C–C cleavage of
ethylene glycol and ethanol is the product of C–O cleavage,
while CO2 is formed by steam reformation at the surface of
carbonaceous species.40 Thus, the selectivities of methanol
and ethanol reflect the catalytic ability of the PdFe bimetallic
nanoparticles to selectively break the C–C and C–O bond of the
vicinal diol, respectively. It is noted that methanol selectivity
increases with the number of neighbour Fe atoms around the
absorbing Pd atom in PdFe bimetallic nanoparticles at the
expense of ethanol selectivity (Fig. 9a), which suggests the
specificity of C–C bond cleavage over C–O bond progressively
increases. The value of “selective C–C cleavage: selective C–O
cleavage” for the catalysts can be calculated from the mole
ratio of methanol to ethanol in the liquid products. As shown
in Fig. 9b, the value increases essentially linearly with the
concentration of Fe(0) in PdFe until levelling off at 16.4 in
the sample 3 (13.5 wt% Zn) with the highest Fe(0) content;
this suggests that the selectivity of C–C cleavage in the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015

Table 6 Catalytic performance of the supported PdFe catalysts in the hydroge

50 bar H2 (r.t.); temp. = 250 °C for 24 h, the other trace products include CO, C

Catalyst Conv. Select.% CH3OH Se

Sample 1 ( 0.0 wt% Zn) 31.8 32.9 14
Sample 2 (11.8 wt% Zn) 21.0 44.7 3
Sample 3 (13.5 wt% Zn) 23.0 52.4 3
Sample 4 (20.8 wt% Zn) 18.0 44.2 4

a (“Conv.” and “select.” represents “conversion”, “selectivity”, respectively)
reaction reaches 95% (16.4/17.4) and methanol can be almost
exclusively produced in the final liquid product. The extremely
high value of “selective C–C cleavage: selective C–O cleavage”
for sample 3 (13.5 wt% Zn) clearly illustrates its strong catalytic
ability in the selective breakage of C–C bonds over C–O bonds
in the hydrogenolysis of EG. Although the overall methanol
and ethanol selectivities produced from EG hydrogenolysis
are not yet sufficient to justify an immediate application with-
out further optimization of the conditions, the enhanced ability
for C–C bond cleavage over C–O cleavage of PdFe with a high
Fe content is clearly demonstrated.

To explore the generality of this interesting catalytic
property, this novel catalyst (sample 3 (13.5 wt% Zn)) was
also tested for the hydrogenolysis of 1,2-propanediol (1,2-PD)
and 1,2-butanediol (1,2-BD). The results are summarized in
Fig. 10. In the 1,2-PD system, ethanol (EtOH) is the product
of hydrogenolytic C–C cleavage, while 1-propanol (1-PrOH) is
produced by breaking the C–O bond. By applying the same
Catal. Sci. Technol., 2015, 5, 887–896 | 893

nolysis of ethylene glycol (EG). (0.50 g catalyst; 30 mL EG solution (5 wt%);

H4, C2H6, etc.)
a

lect.% C2H5OH Select.% CO2 Select. cleave of C–C/C–O

.5 52.0 2.3

.0 48.3 14.9

.2 42.7 16.4

.4 47.0 10.0

.
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principle, 1-propanol is produced by the C–C bond cleavage in
the hydrogenolysis of 1,2-butanediol (1,2-BD), while 1-butanol
(1-BuOH) is the unique product of the C–O bond breakage.
The favoured formation of terminal 1-propanol or 1-butanol
over the iso-alcohols is attributed to the relative ease of
C–O hydrogenolytic cleavage at the secondary carbon than
the primary carbon in the molecules, presumably via the carbo-
nium ion. From the mole ratio of the products, the value of
“selective C–C cleavage : selective C–O cleavage” can be calcu-
lated for all the systems. As shown in Table 7, the cleavage of
C–C/C–O values vary from 16.4 to 3.2 and 60.3 for EG, 1,2-PD
and 1,2-BD, respectively. The considerably lower value for 1,2-PD
than the other two is thought to reflect the rapid degradation
of the 1,2-PD on the acidic/basic support (Zn2+ incorporation
in support may also increase the surface properties) through
the dehydration of the secondary –OH,41–43 which involves the
formation of CC bond with the neighbour –CH3, followed by
hydrogenation on metal surface to 1-propanol. The inability of
CC formation because of the absence of neighbour –CH3

in EG and the steric effect of –CH2CH3 in 1,2-BD disfavours
this C–O cleavage on the support, and hence the high ability of
the noble metal in selective C–C cleavage dominates the results.
Nevertheless, these values are considerably larger than 1, which
reveals the superior specificity of sample 3 (13.5 wt% Zn)
for selectively breaking the C–C bond over the C–O bond in the
hydrogenolysis of 1,2 vicinal diols for this series of biomass
related molecules.

Furthermore, the hydrogenolysis of glycerol over the same
catalyst has also been attempted. In biodiesel synthesis, glycerol
is a well-known by-product.44 Owing to its narrow range of appli-
cation, glycerol is regarded as an industrial waste product.45,46

Thus, the catalytic conversion of glycerol to value-added chemicals
creates a significant achievement from both a scientific and
technological perspective. The catalytic result of sample 3
(13.5 wt% Zn) for glycerol hydrogenolysis is displayed in Fig. 11a.
The liquid products identified are mainly composed of 1,2-PD
894 | Catal. Sci. Technol., 2015, 5, 887–896

Table 7 The calculated ratio of “selective C–C cleavage: selective C–O
cleavage” for sample 3 (13.5 wt% Zn) in the hydrogenolysis of a series of
diols

Substrate EG 1,2-PD 1,2-BD

Select. cleave of C–C/C–O 16.4 3.2 60.3

Fig. 11 Catalytic performance of a) sample 3 (13.5 wt% Zn) and b) the
reported PdFe catalyst in ref. 19 in hydrogenolysis of glycerol with
100% conversion. (0.50 g catalyst; 30 mL glycerol solution (1 wt%);
50 bar H2 (r.t.); 160 mL autoclave with stirring; temp. = 250 °C for 120 h,
trace products include CO, C2H6.)
and EtOH, accompanied by a small proportion of 1-propanol
and methanol; the distribution of the liquid products is con-
siderably narrower than that of the reported19 PdFe catalyst
with a considerably lower Fe content (Fig. 11b). It is well accepted
that glycerol can be rapidly converted into 1,2-PD through
the dehydration of glycerol on an oxide support followed by a
hydrogenation on a metal site41,47 (the glycerol conversion as
described in Fig. 11 is 100%). The remaining products are
mainly derived from the subsequent breaking down of 1,2-PD.
Taking into account the final selectivity of EtOH (31.5%) and
1-PrOH (6.2%), the value for “selective C–C cleavage : selective
C–O cleavage” is determined to be 7.6. This value is even higher
than that the value observed using 1,2-PD as the substrate (3.2),
presumably because the C–C bond is readily cleaved on the
metal surface once 1,2-PD or derivatives are produced with a
minor effect of the dehydration of the produced diol on the
support. In this case, some methanol molecules have been
produced in the process of C–C cleavage. Thus, the total selec-
tivity for small alcohol molecules, as liquid fuel products from
glycerol hydrogenolysis including methanol, ethanol, is over 50%
in liquid products when sample 3 (13.5 wt% Zn) is employed
as the catalyst. To the best of our knowledge, the selective cata-
lytic hydrogenolysis of glycerol to these small alcohols for energy
utilization has not been reported. Further extension of the
reaction time could accordingly convert 1,2-PD, which then
increases the selectivity of small alcohol molecules.

The combination of the characterization and catalysis results
demonstrates that the catalytic ability of PdFe in selective
C–C bond cleavage over the C–O bond of vicinal diol units in
the hydrogenolysis of biomass derived molecules is enhanced
with a gradual increase in the Fe(0) content of the bimetallic
nanoparticles, which is because of the modification effect of the
Fe atom on the electronic structure of Pd (as shown in Fig. 7b,
both the d-band filling and d-band center position shift to a
lower value with increasing Fe(0) content). It is envisaged that
the 1,2-diol molecule is adsorbed on the surface of PdFe bimetallic
nanoparticles through the interaction of its –C–O– moiety with
the d-band of the noble metal (Scheme 2). The electron back-
donation from the d-band of Pd to the π* anti-bonding orbital
of –C–O– will be greatly diminished with a gradual decrease
in the electron filling of PdFe d-band with increasing Fe substi-
tution (Fig. 7b), which renders the hydrogenolytic C–O cleavage
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015

Scheme 2 Proposed interactions of Pd and –C–O– moiety group of
biomass molecule.
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more sluggish. In addition, the decrease in the d-band filling
would strengthen the electronic σ-donation from the sub-
strate to the metal, which not only enhances the Pd–C bond,
but also weakens the –C–C– bond. Additionally, the PdFe with
a lower d-band center position at a higher substitution of Fe
(Fig. 7b) is a better match for the weakly σ* anti-bonding
orbital of the –C–O– moiety group (as shown in Scheme 2);
this also promotes the σ-donation from the substrate to the
noble metal and contributes to the breaking of the C–C bond.
Thus, the catalytic specificity in selective C–C cleavage over
C–O cleavage is gradually enhanced with increasing content
of Fe in the PdFe bimetallic nanoparticles owing to the pro-
gressive downshift in both d-band filling and d-band center
position of PdFe.

Conclusion

Supported PdFe bimetallic nanoparticles with a controllable
composition can be prepared using a simple precipitation and
reduction of PdO/Fe2O3 in the presence of Zn(II). The surface
of the small bimetallic nanoparticles provides active sites for
the hydrogenolysis of biomass-derived molecules. With increasing
Fe content, which can be tailored by adjusting the Zn(II) con-
centration, both positions of the d-band filling and d-band
center of PdFe decrease, which strengthens the σ-donation
from the biomass substrate to Pd and simultaneously weakens
the C–C bond. As a result, an increased specificity for breaking
the C–C bond over the C–O bond in diol adsorption can be
achieved, which provides an exciting means for breaking down
biomass compounds into small alcohol molecules with a narrow
product distribution. For the first time, it is also shown that
this novel PdFe nanoparticle can be tuned to allow for varying
degrees of C–C and C–O cleavage for a series of vicinal 1,2 diols
and glycerol, which is dependent on the Fe content. This may
provide a new synthesis capability for the production of small
alcohols as fuel molecules from the selective hydrogenolytic
fragmentation of large biomass molecules.
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